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Computer calculations across time and length
scales in photovoltaic solar cells
Marco Bernardi*a and Jeﬀrey C. Grossman*b
Photovoltaic (PV) solar cells convert solar energy to electricity through a cascade of microscopic
processes spanning over 10 order of magnitudes of time and length. PV conversion involves a complex
interplay of photons, charge carriers, and excited states. Processes following light absorption include
generation of charge carriers or excitons, exciton dissociation over nanometer lengths and subpicosecond
times, and carrier transport over ns–ms times and nm–mm lengths. Computer calculations have become an
indispensable tool to understand and engineer solar cells across length and time scales. In this article, we
examine the microscopic processes underlying PV conversion and review state-of-the-art computational
methods to study PV solar cells. Recent developments and future research challenges are outlined.
1 Introduction
Motivated by the availability of abundant solar energy and pressed
by the need to meet the ever-rising global energy demand while
facing rapid worldwide population growth, technologies capable
of converting solar energy to heat and electricity remain at the center
of technological innovation and scientific research.1 Among these,
photovoltaic (PV) solar cells have reached a great level of sophisti-
cation and have the potential to provide a significant fraction of
renewable energy in the near future. PV devices convert solar energy
to electricity using combinations of semiconducting sunlight
absorbers and metallic materials as electrical contacts. Enormous
advances in large-scale high purity silicon fabrication have
dramatically lowered the module cost of PV to 60 cents per Watt
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at the time of writing. This tremendous silicon PV learning
curve has resulted in the balance of systems now dominating
the total cost (B80% of the total cost for a typical residential
installations). Yet, despite these advances, further reductions in cost
are still needed in order to make grid parity ubiquitous. Towards
this end, the role of simulation is poised to play a critical role as new
materials, new interfaces, and new device architectures are needed
in order to lower installation costs, e.g., by moving to flexible
substrates whilemaintaining high eﬃciencies and robust operation.
In addition to the mainstream Si solar cells that dominate current
PV installations, a range of solid-state PV technologies are being
investigated, including thin film GaAs, CdTe, CIGS, amorphous Si,2
and more recently metal–organic perovskites.3 Molecular and nano-
structured active layers maintain a central role in solar cell research
despite their lower efficiencies to date compared to bulk inorganic
materials. These PV technologies include materials such as conju-
gated polymers and small molecules,4,5 quantum dots (QDs),6–8
dye-sensitized TiO2,
9,10 and carbon nanomaterials.11–13
The physics of PV devices focuses on understanding the
energetics and dynamics of the charge carriers (electrons and
holes) and excited states (excitons, phonons, and in some cases
surface plasmons) involved in the photon conversion process.
Computational approaches to solve Schro¨dinger’s equation for
electrons and Maxwell’s equation for light in materials are well-
suited to investigate the physical processes underlying solar
energy conversion.
However, modeling solar cells is challenging due to the
multiple time and length scales at play; diﬀerent theories,
equations, and approximations are necessary to investigate physi-
cal processes occurring on diﬀerent length and time scales in solar
cells. For example, computing the electronic structure of a nano-
structured interface requires a quantum mechanical treatment of
the electrons, while sunlight absorption in a macroscopic assem-
bly of solar panels andmirrors can be studied with classical optics.
In all cases, the relevant equations can be solved numerically using
hardware ranging from laptops to small computer clusters and
high-performance supercomputers, depending on the problem at
hand. Computational approaches employed to study PV are highly
flexible, and can further capture the atomistic details of materials,
provide high accuracy, reproducibility, and automation.
In this article, we discuss the microscopic processes taking
place in PV conversion for diﬀerent materials families, with an
emphasis on the time and length scales involved. We review the
computational methods available to study these processes and
understand the microscopic origin of PV eﬃciency. Examples
of calculations involving diﬀerent time and length scales are
given, along with a perspective for future directions in computer
calculations for PV solar cells.
2 Physical processes in photovoltaics
2.1 Conventional and excitonic solar cells
The Sun emits 5800 K blackbody radiation as a result of thermo-
nuclear fusion of hydrogen in its core. Earth intercepts a small
fraction of this emitted solar energy, with absorption and
scattering in the atmosphere modifying the incident solar
spectrum and intensity. While solar irradiance depends on latitude,
season, altitude and weather, a convenient reference for solar
illumination is the AM1.5 solar spectrum, which corresponds
to solar radiation passing through 1.5 times the thickness
of the atmosphere, with a total power of 1 Sun (1 kW m2 or
100 mW cm2).† The AM1.5 spectrum14 is useful in numerical
calculations and can be reproduced in the laboratory by solar
simulators employed to test solar cells. Photons with a range of
energies (B0.3–4 eV) and incident directions reach the surface of
a solar cell, and are absorbed, reflected, or transmitted depending
on the properties of the active layer materials and coatings.
PV devices are typically divided into conventional solar cells
(CSCs)2,15 and excitonic solar cells (XSCs)16,17 depending on
their active layer material. The device architecture and physical
processes regulating PV conversion in CSCs and XSCs diﬀer
significantly (see Fig. 1). Typical CSCs are constituted by junc-
tions between inorganic semiconductors, such as planar p–n
junctions in Si or GaAs and heterojunctions in CdTe and CIGS
active layers. Since the dielectric permittivity e of inorganic
semiconductors is relatively large (e.g., eE 12 in Si), the Coulomb
interaction between photogenerated electrons and holes is weak
due to the large screening, leading to typical electron–hole
binding energies in CSCs lower than kBT (B25 meV at room
temperature). Sunlight absorption thus leads directly to free
carrier generation in CSCs, with carrier transport in the active
layer and extraction at metallic contacts completing PV conver-
sion. In a conventional Si solar cell, electron and hole transport is
driven by an electrochemical potential gradient in a depletion
layer of a few mm thickness at the p–n junction.15 The upper limit
for the current generated in CSCs is given by the absorbed photon
flux, and the fraction of photogenerated minority carriers (e.g.,
electrons in the p-type material) injected across the junction
before recombining with majority carriers determines the current
observed in practice.
In contrast, XSCs are typically based on semiconducting
organic molecules and/or nanomaterials with weak dielectric
screening. In organic semiconductors, the relatively small
dielectric permittivity (e E 2–3) is a consequence of the low
electron density typical of van der Waals bonded systems, while
in nanomaterials such as quantum dots, nanowires, nanotubes,
and two-dimensional semiconductors the vacuum in the region
surrounding the system leads to an overall reduced screening.
A photogenerated electron-hole pair interacting through a weakly
screened Coulomb interaction forms a bound state in XSCs,
known as exciton, with typical binding energies of 0.3–1 eV,
in large excess of kBT. Excitons can be visualized as mobile,
charge-neutral species unaffected by electric fields to a first
approximation.18,19 The smallest energy for exciton formation
corresponds to the photoabsorption onset and is called the
optical absorption gap, Eopt, which is smaller than the electro-
nic gap Eg needed for the formation of a free electron–hole pair,
† This choice represents a useful yearly average of solar radiation at mid-latitudes
where most of the population, industry, and thus solar panel installations are
located.
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the difference of the two being equal to the (positive) binding
energy Eb of the lowest-energy exciton, Eb = Eg  Eopt. In CSCs,
on the other hand, the optical and electronic gaps differ by a
negligible amount of order kBT. Due to the presence of strongly
bound excitons, XSCs first need to dissociate excitons in order
to generate free carriers, and only then can carrier transport to
the electrodes occur similar to CSCs. We emphasize that sunlight
absorption in XSCs does not lead directly to charge carriers, and
the extra step of exciton dissociation represents a significant
technological barrier toward efficient PV conversion in XSCs.
A comparison between conventional and excitonic solar cells is
given in Fig. 1.
Exciton dissociation is typically performed in XSCs using
donor–acceptor (D–A) heterojunctions, in which a staggered
(so-called type-II) band alignment is established between the
valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) energies of two semiconducting materials. The semi-
conductor with the higher CBM energy (i.e., the smaller electron
affinity) is called the donor, and the other semiconductor the
acceptor.‡ Upon illumination, excitons formed close to the type-
II heterojunction can be dissociated with a cross section deter-
mined by the D–A materials and dynamical conditions. Exciton
dissociation generates an electron in the acceptor and a hole in
the donor, regardless of which material absorbed the photon.
A well-known example of XSC active layer material is a mixture
of a conjugated polymer, such as P3HT (the donor), and C60
fullerene (the acceptor). The energetics and dynamics of exciton
dissociation are discussed in detail below.
The active layer of XSCs is usually constituted by a random
mixture of the donor and acceptor in the so-called bulk
heterojunction morphology,4 which aims to maximize the frac-
tion of excitons reaching the D–A interface by providing nm-size
domains of interconnected donor and acceptor phases. This is
particularly important given that exciton diffusion lengths are
typically short, of order B10 nm. Alternatively, a mesoporous
acceptor with a thin donor layer adsorbed on the surface can be
employed, as in the case of the so-called dye-sensitized solar
cells.20,21 In such a configuration, excitons are formed directly at
the D–A interface since the light absorbing donor is a molecular
monolayer adsorbed on the acceptor phase. Planar (so-called
bilayer) D–A junctions are also possible, but their efficiency is
severely limited by the short exciton diffusion lengths.
Carrier generation at the D–A interface of XSCs is followed
by carrier transport in the active layer and extraction at the
electrodes, similar to the case of CSCs. The additional exciton
dissociation step restricts the current to the fraction of excitons
successfully dissociated at the D–A junction, and complicates
carrier transport in the active layer due to the complex morphol-
ogy of the D–A phases. In addition, careful choice of electron- and
hole-conducting buffer layers placed between the active layer
and the metallic contacts is necessary to optimize carrier extrac-
tion. The role of buffer layer materials is often not completely
understood, and their choice optimized experimentally by trial
and error.
While Si and conjugated polymers are clear-cut cases of,
respectively, materials for conventional and excitonic solar cells,
other materials with exciton binding energy of order 50–100 meV
appear to fall in between these categories. This is the case,
for example, for solar cells utilizing quantum dots of Pb or Cd
chalcogenides (e.g., PbS, PbSe, CdS, CdTe, etc.),6,7 in which the
bulk material has a B5 meV binding energy that increases
up to 100 meV for quantum dots with radii of a few nm.19 Bulk
materials can also display exciton binding energies of order
kBT, as is the case for methylammonium lead iodide perovskite,
Fig. 1 Comparison of conventional and excitonic solar cells. Conventional solar cells (left) are based on p–n junctions or heterojunctions of crystalline
inorganic materials, such as Si and GaAs, connected to an external circuit with metallic electrodes. Excitonic solar cells (right) are based on interfaces
between two materials, called the donor and the acceptor, to dissociate strongly bound excitons and generate charge carriers in the active layer.
One electrode is typically a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) coated with buffer layers for additional charge and exciton management. The inset
shows the type-II alignment of the VBM and CBM levels required for exciton dissociation.
‡ In molecular systems, the VBM and CBM energy levels are equivalently called
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO), respectively.
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a compound with an estimated exciton binding energy of
B25 meV.22,23 In such intermediate cases, excitons and free
carriers may co-exist in dynamical equilibrium upon illumina-
tion, although treating the device as a CSC is satisfactory to a
first approximation. Lastly, we note that device architectures can
be significantly more complex than those in Fig. 1, and refer the
reader to ref. 2, 4, 6, 21 and 24 for detailed discussions.
2.2 Time and length scales in solar cells
It takes 8 minutes for a photon emitted from the Sun to reach a
solar cell on Earth. Sunlight absorption initiates a cascade of
microscopic processes spanning multiple time and length scales, as
shown in Fig. 2. Light absorption can bemanaged and optimized by
engineering solar cells from the nm to the meter scale, using a
variety of strategies such as: (1) increasing the optical absorp-
tion of the active layer by designing its atomistic and electronic
structure,25,26 (2) increasing the electric field in the active layer
by means of metallic nanostructures27,28 or macroscopic con-
centrators,29 and (3) optimally orienting the solar panels with
respect to the apparent solar trajectory.30
Relatively small carrier (in CSCs) or exciton (in XSCs) concen-
trations are formed upon sunlight absorption. For PV active layers
with typical absorption coeﬃcients of 103–105 cm1, steady-state
carrier/exciton densities of 1014–1016 cm3 are generated, corres-
ponding to one excited state formed every 1–100 s in a 1 nm3
volume, namely the volume of a small molecule or crystal unit
cell. Since one second is very long compared to the ns–ms carrier/
exciton recombination lifetime, our analysis shows that solar
radiation at the microscopic scale is diluted, meaning that, for
example, a typical molecular absorber in an XSC sits in the ground
state for over 99% of the time under solar illumination.
At the sub-ps time scale, multiple processes occur following
sunlight absorption, including carrier/exciton formation and
thermalization, and exciton dissociation in XSCs. The time to
form photoexcited carriers/excitons for a typical PV material
with a band gap of EgE 2 eV can be estimated to be h/EgE 0.1 fs,
an extremely short time. The carrier population generated by
sunlight absorption has an energy distribution dictated by the
solar spectrum and the absorption of the material. For the ideal
case of a sunlight pulse absorbed by Si, a pocket of excited
(so-called hot) electrons is generated in the conduction band
spanning a 2 eV range above the CBM.11 Similar considerations
apply to excited holes formed with a distribution of energies
below the VBM. The surplus energy, given by the diﬀerence
between the electron or hole energy and the conduction or
valence band edge, respectively, is rapidly lost through sub-ps
inelastic electron–phonon and electron–electron scattering pro-
cesses.31,32 The hot carrier equilibration process, known as hot
carrier thermalization, is associated with a significant loss of
solar energy. For the case of Si under AM1.5 solar illumination,
the average absorbed photon energy is 1.8 eV, a third of which
is rapidly lost to heat as the hot carriers thermalize to the edges
of the B1.2 eV band gap in a time of approximately 350 fs.32
This analysis shows that nearly a third of absorbed solar energy
is very rapidly lost to heat in a Si solar cell.32
Exciton thermalization in XSC molecular materials occurs on
a sub-ps time scale. Exciton thermalization, also called internal
conversion, is a complex process due to the role of spin and the
possible presence of intersecting potential energy surfaces.
Excitons generated by Franck–Condon transitions rapidly lose
energy and evolve toward the ground vibrational state of the
excited potential energy surface via phonon emission, a process
Fig. 2 Time and length scales of microscopic processes in solar cells. Processes involved in PV conversion, including sunlight absorption, exciton
formation, thermalization, and dissociation, and carrier transport and extraction. Diﬀerent simulation techniques are employed to model processes at
diﬀerent length and time scales. Exciton formation, diﬀusion and dissociation are absent in CSCs due to the direct formation of charge carriers upon
sunlight absorption.
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analogous to carrier thermalization in CSCs. Multiple intersect-
ing potential energy surfaces can exist in molecules; during
thermalization, the molecular system may cross a conical inter-
section between potential energy surfaces and undergo a con-
formational change to a long-lived excited state, as is observed
for example in the cis–trans conversion in azobenzene.33 In
general, excitons formed by photoabsorption conserve the spin of
the ground state, and thus are typically spin singlets. A singlet
exciton with zero spin can convert into a triplet exciton with unit
spin through a process known as intersystem crossing, occurring
with appreciable rate in systems with large spin–orbit coupling,
as favored by the presence of heavy atoms (e.g., transition
metals).34 Alternatively, in materials where the energy of a singlet
exciton is greater than the energy of two triplets (e.g., in tetra-
cene), a singlet exciton can undergo singlet fission and convert
into two triplet excitons, each hosted by a molecule previously in
a singlet state.35 Given that singlet fission can double the number
of excitons – and thus the number of carriers and the current,
upon exciton dissociation – it has been the focus of intense recent
investigations.36,37 A map of exciton relaxation and recombina-
tion processes can be defined using Jablonski diagrams.38
In XSCs, excitons can form directly at a type-II D–A hetero-
junction, or reach it by diffusion. In both cases, the exciton can
dissociate into a pair of carriers consisting of an electron in the
acceptor and a hole in the donor material (see Fig. 3). The
intermediate state in which the electron in the acceptor and
hole in the donor are bound across the D–A interface due to the
Coulomb attraction is called a charge-transfer (CT) exciton, and
plays a key role in carrier generation in XSCs. Recent pump–
probe spectroscopy experiments show that excitons formed at
D–A heterojunctions can dissociate within 50–100 fs by forming
excited (so-called ‘‘hot’’) CT excitons (see Fig. 3) as intermediates
toward delocalized free carriers.39–41 Other measurements42
carried out in a wide range of polymer and small-molecule XSCs
show, on the contrary, that the excess energy of hot CT excitons
(with respect to the lowest-energy CT exciton) may have a
marginal role, and that relaxation to the lowest-energy CT exciton
may be faster than charge separation. In this scenario, the
efficiency of charge separation is independent of photon energy,
given that it occurs from the lowest-energy CT exciton regardless
of the excitation energy. This hypothesis is supported by the
observation that charge separation efficiency is independent of
photon energy and electric field in a wide range of devices
explored in ref. 42. The implication that charges may not be
generated hot (i.e., with excess energy) in many XSC devices is
important. Since recent results43 suggest that hot photo-generated
carriers may be extracted in XSC devices before losing their excess
energy, future work should aim to understand more completely
the role of hot charge-transfer excitons and hot carriers at D–A
interfaces and in XSCs in general. In particular, the exact deloca-
lization mechanism of electrons and holes previously interacting
across the interface is still somewhat controversial and is likely
material-dependent.
A range of microscopic processes follow carrier generation in
solar cells. Carrier transport and recombination are character-
ized by ns–ms times and nm–mm lengths (see Fig. 2). Carriers
in CSCs drift and diffuse under the action of electric fields and
concentration gradients, respectively. Within a semiclassical
transport model,44 the two main material properties regulating
carrier transport are the mobility and diffusion length.45,46 The
diffusion length LD depends on the mobility m and carrier
recombination lifetime trec through LD ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kBTmtrec=e
p
, where
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and e the
electronic charge. The recombination lifetime depends critically
on purity and doping, and is generally longer for indirect gap
materials than for direct gap materials. Carriers may recombine
non-radiatively via defect- or phonon-assisted processes, or radia-
tively by emitting light in direct gap materials. To maximize
carrier extraction efficiency in CSCs and XSCs, it is crucial to have
a carrier diffusion length (LD) greater than the absorption length
(LA). The absorption length is the inverse absorption coefficient
averaged over the solar energy range, and represents the material
thickness necessary to absorb a significant fraction of above-gap
sunlight.26 An active layer thickness greater than LA is necessary
to absorb sunlight effectively, while an active layer thickness
smaller than LD is necessary to extract carriers effectively. In an
ideal PV material, LD4 LA allows one to collect carriers efficiently,
and LA o 1 mm enables use of very thin active layers.
In Si, GaAs, CdTe and other inorganic crystalline CSC
materials, common room-temperature mobilities are higher than
1000 cm2 V1 s1 for electrons and 100 cm2 V1 s1 for holes.47
The recombination lifetimes are of order 1 ms–1 ms for Si with
purity and doping levels typical in CSCs, and the associated
diffusion lengths are of order 10–100 mm.47,48 Due to its indirect
band gap, the absorption length in Si is of order 10–100 mm, thus
requiring relatively thick active layers. The recombination life-
times in GaAs are 1 ns–1 ms, and thus shorter than in Si due to
the direct band gap of GaAs. The associated diffusion lengths in
Fig. 3 Energetics and dynamics at type-II D–A heterojunctions in XSCs. The
blue and green arrows show, respectively, the charge transfer processes
following photoexcitation of semiconductor 1 (SC1, the donor) and semi-
conductor 2 (SC2, the acceptor) in a type-II heterojunction. The energy of
the hot CT states are shown in yellow as a continuum, and the energies of
electrons and holes in the ground-state CT0 exciton are shown in purple.
Eopt are the optical gaps in the two materials.
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GaAs are 10–100 mm for both electrons and holes, and the
absorption length is B100 nm, enabling very thin GaAs solar
cells with high efficiency.49 Direct-gap materials such as GaAs are
also good light emitters, given that light emission is an indicator of
material purity and lack of non-radiative recombination channels.49
Recently synthesized metal–organic perovskites3,10 with diffusion
lengths of 1 mm and absorption lengths of B100 nm50 can be
categorized as CSCs due to the small (B25 meV) exciton binding
energy.22,50 Their high performance stems from carrier diffusion
lengths longer than the absorption length,50 as well as unusual
defect physics which is not yet completely understood.
Exciton transport in XSCs is usually modeled as a random
walk of a localized (Frenkel) exciton19 taking place within the
exciton recombination lifetime.51 This model is satisfactory to
describe transport in conjugated polymers or small molecules
with strongly localized Frenkel excitons, but it breaks down in
cases where the exciton radius is comparable to the thickness
of the active layer, e.g., in PbS quantum dots.6 If the photo-
generated exciton does not dissociate at a D–A interface during the
diffusive process, it recombines radiatively or non-radiatively, lead-
ing to loss of the absorbed solar energy. The lifetimes and diffusion
lengths of excitons in molecular materials and nanostructures vary
widely. Typical values for exciton recombination lifetimes in mole-
cular materials are of order 10 ps–10 ns, and typical diffusion
lengths are relatively short, of order B5–20 nm.52,53 Exceptionally
long exciton diffusion lengths of up to 50 mm have been measured
in rubrene crystals,54 and exceptionally long lifetimes are found in
organic crystals with high purity and crystalline order. The design
rules to achieve long-lived excitons in molecular systems are not yet
completely understood. In nanomaterials, the exciton lifetime
and diffusion length depend critically on size and surface
passivation. For example, in single-walled carbon nanotubes
the lifetime depends on diameter and chirality and is generally
in the 10–100 ps range for non-radiative decay rates, and up to
1 ns for radiative recombination.55
The steps following exciton diﬀusion in XSCs are carrier
generation and transport to the electrodes.4,56 Charge transport
in XSCs is a complex multi-scale problem.57,58 Since charge
carriers form narrow electronic bands in organic semiconductors,
carrier–phonon coupling is strong in these materials and leads
to localized carriers known as polarons.59,60 Polarons are
mobile charges with a localized wavefunction; they are thermo-
dynamically favorable to form and are associated with a localized
distortion of the molecular structure.59,60 Polarons have been the
subject of extensive theoretical investigations since the early days
of condensedmatter physics,61,62 following whichmore advanced
models relying on effective Hamiltonians and quantum field
theory have been developed. An excellent review of polaron
physics has been published recently.60 Due to the localized
nature of polarons, a real-space description of transport in terms
of variable-range hopping of localized carriers is common in
organic semiconductors and XSCs.57,58,63–65 Alternative models
employing master equations66,67 or fully ab initio calculations68,69
have also been employed to compute the mobility of pure
organic semiconductors or D–A blends in XSCs. The real-
space description in organic semiconductors contrasts with
the momentum-space picture adopted in inorganic materials
and CSCs to describe delocalized carriers.
In organic XSCs, the molecular structure and morphology of
the active layer crucially impact charge transport.51,70–73 Because
polaron hopping rates within a given small molecule or polymer
chain are typically orders of magnitude faster than inter-molecular
hopping processes,59 subtle changes in molecular packing can
have a strong effect on charge transport in organic XSCs, and the
charge mobility is typically dominated by pathways with the lowest
inter-molecular charge transfer rates.51,70 Important factors
include the degree of alignment of polymer backbones, crystal-
linity, and influence of side-chain length and molecular weight
on polymer chain conformation.70,72 Major improvements in
transport and device performance can be achieved by control-
ling and optimizing the active layer morphology, both in
polymer71,74–76 and small molecule5,73,77,78 organic and in quantum
dot inorganic79 XSCs. Mobilities of order 107–103 cm2 V1 s1
and carrier lifetimes of 1 ms–1 ms are common in polymers4,56,70
and nanomaterials,6,80 and the associated diffusion lengths are
in the 10 nm–1 mm range. The mobilities and diffusion lengths
in XSCs are orders of magnitude lower than those in CSCs, which
in turn limits the active layer thickness of XSCs to the sub-mm
carrier diffusion length values.15 For example, the active layer
thickness in Si and GaAs solar cells are of order 100 mm and 1 mm
respectively, and thus greater in both cases than the absorption
length. In XSCs with active layers based on organic molecules
and/or nanostructures, the active layer thickness is typically
100 nm–1 mm, and thus shorter than the absorption length
(1–10 mm in most XSC materials). Such thinner active layers are
necessary in most XSCs to guarantee effective carrier extraction,
at the cost of incomplete sunlight absorption; this trade-off
between carrier extraction and sunlight absorption constitutes
a major bottleneck to increase the efficiency of XSCs.
While the widely employed bulk heterojunction morphology
can optimize exciton dissociation in XSCs, it has been argued
that it is not ideal to attain high eﬃciencies due to enhanced
carrier recombination at the interface between the donor and
acceptor phases. The recombination of a pair of as-generated
electron and hole carriers at the D–A interface in XSCs, also known
as geminate recombination,81 typically causes a fast decay in carrier
population on a sub ns–ns time scale.81–85 On the other hand, the
so-called bimolecular recombination, taking place on a longer time
scale ofB1–10 ns, has been shown to be the dominant recombina-
tionmechanism in several organic XSCs.82–84 Other authors arrived
at the opposite conclusion that in some XSCs geminate recombina-
tion is dominant under sunlight illumination.85 While in some
systems it has been reported that geminate recombination takes
place in tens of nanoseconds,86 in other systems it happens much
more quickly, on a sub-ns time scale.85 The physics of free charge
generation in XSCs has been the focus ofmuch research to quantify
the relative importance of geminate and bimolecular recombina-
tion (for example, see ref. 81 and 85 and references therein). Based
on the existing literature, it appears that charge generation and
recombination in XSCs depend strongly on the material and its
nanoscale morphology.81,82 Lastly, we note that an ideal organic
XSCwould consist of a D–A bilayer in which the donor and acceptor
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materials possess very long (e.g., 1–10 mm) exciton and carrier
diffusion lengths, though such a combination of properties has
thus far been elusive to realize.
In summary, sub-ps times and nm lengths characterize genera-
tion and thermalization of carriers and excitons, while transport of
carriers occurs over longer times and lengths of up to 1 ms and
1 mm, respectively. We note that processes occurring on longer
time scales are associated with longer length scales. A curious
conclusion of this analysis is that given theB1–10 ms time and
B1–100 mm length scales for carrier extraction, an overall rate
for solar energy conversion can be estimated as 1–10 mm s1.
This slow rate characteristic of solar energy conversion in a
PV device is, incidentally, close to theB10 mm s1 exit speed of
ketchup from a glass bottle.§ One can thus picture PV operation
as the extraction of solar energy at the rate of extraction of
ketchup from a glass bottle.
2.3 Solar cell performance
We summarize the main quantities employed to characterize solar
cell performance and operation.15 Since PV solar cells convert solar
energy to electricity, their power conversion eﬃciency (PCE) can be
defined as the ratio of output electrical to incident solar power
under AM1.5 illumination:14
PCE ¼ Jsc  Voc  FF
Pin
(1)
where Jsc is the short-circuit current density (units of mA cm
2), Voc
is the open-circuit voltage (units of V), FF is the fill factor (a unitless
number), and Pin is the AM1.5 solar irradiation of 100 mW cm
2.
The current, voltage, and fill factor provide insight into the physical
processes occurring in the device, and constitute quantities of key
interest in comparing calculations with experiments in PV.
The maximum short-circuit current Jsc,max depends on the
optical properties and geometry of the active layer. It can be
computed as the absorbed photon flux – expressed in terms of
the equivalent electrical current – for the limit case in which
every photon is converted to an extracted carrier:
Jsc;max ¼ e
ð1
Eopt
JphðEÞAðEÞdE (2)
where E is the photon energy, Jph is the incident AM1.5 photon
flux, and A(E) is the absorbance of the active layer, namely the
fraction of absorbed photons at energy E. For the simple case of
a flat active layer of thickness L, absorption coefficient a(E), and
for p passes of light with normal incidence, the absorbance
is A(E) = 1  exp[pa(E)L]. The absorption coefficient a(E),
a property of the active layer material, can be engineered to
achieve high absorption at energies with high solar flux, within
limits dictated by optical sum rules.26 Eqn (2) is important since the
absorption coefficient a(E) (and thus Jsc,max for an ideal geometry)
can be computed using first-principles electronic structure calcula-
tions, as discussed below.
As seen from eqn (2), sunlight absorption is limited to photon
energies above the optical gap, so that the available current
decreases for increasing Eopt, assuming a fixed above-gap
absorbance. A total current of 68.9 mA cm2 is available under
AM1.5 illumination to an ideal black absorber with Eopt = 0
and A = 1. Roughly 58% of the maximum current is associated
with infrared photon energies of less than 1.5 eV, while 40%
of the maximum current derives from visible photons with
1.5–3.2 eV energy and only 2% from UV photons with energy
greater than 3.2 eV.
Out of the absorbed Jsc,max photon current, only a fraction
results in the device short-circuit current Jsc, depending on
carrier extraction eﬃciency. While absorbance increases for
increasing active layer thickness, in a real device a trade-oﬀ is
needed to optimize thickness, since thicker active layers require
higher carrier mobilities for eﬀective carrier extraction. The
energy-dependent internal quantum eﬃciency (IQE), defined as
the ratio of the electrical short-circuit current to the absorbed
photon flux under monochromatic illumination with photons of
energy E, quantifies the eﬃciency for transporting and extracting
photogenerated carriers. We can thus write Jsc as:
Jsc ¼ e
ð1
Eopt
IQEðEÞJphðEÞAðEÞdE (3)
High IQE values near 100% indicate a balance between active
layer thickness and carrier mobility, a low density of defects
and traps, and eﬃcient carrier injection into the contacts.
While our analysis for Jsc applies to both CSCs and XSCs, the
open circuit voltage on the other hand depends critically on
the type of solar cell considered. Modeling Voc is typically more
challenging than modeling Jsc. A variety of models have been
proposed and applied, yet voltage in solar cells is often predicted
using heuristic arguments. In CSCs, Voc is limited by the electro-
nic gap of the active layer material, and is numerically equal to
the separation of the quasi-Fermi electron and hole levels.15 The
resulting Voc values are typically 0.3–0.4 eV lower than the band
gap even in CSC devices with efficient transport, both due to the
inconvenience of doping the p and n layers degenerately15 and
to subtle effects (currently under debate) associated with the
entropy difference between the absorbed and emitted sunlight.27
In XSCs, the electronic gap D at the D–A interface (see Fig. 3)
constitutes the upper limit for Voc, since it corresponds to the
difference between the energy levels of the extracted electrons
and holes. This interface gap can be computed as the difference
between the VBM energy of the donor and the CBM energy of
the acceptor. In many devices, Voc has shown a linear depen-
dence on both the donor’s VBM and the acceptor’s CBM, thus
indicating that Voc is proportional to D minus a loss term of
order 0.3–0.7 eV,78,87 where the loss term is commonly attri-
buted to electron–hole recombination in the active layer or at
the contacts. Recombination is in general more severe in XSCs
compared to CSCs due to large ratios between the D–A interface
area and the macroscopic solar cell area.
The third quantity entering the definition of PCE in eqn (1) is
the fill factor (FF), defined as the ratio between the power
generated by the solar cell and the JscVoc product. FF is a variable
combining multiple eﬀects linked to transport: in general, it
decreases for increasing series resistance of the active layer,§ See http://www.heinz.com/our-company/press-room/trivia.aspx.
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and is thus lowered by recombination, traps, and impurities.
Typical FF values in good CSCs can be higher than 0.8, while
the FF values in XSCs are in the 0.3–0.6 range, with maximum
reported values of up to 0.75 for organic XSCs.88
Lastly, we remark that a practical limit exists for the PCE of
a ‘‘typical’’ solar cell, known as the Schockley–Queisser (SQ)
limit.89 It imposes a maximum PCE of 32% under AM1.5 illumi-
nation when a single material is used in the active layer and the
carriers are extracted after thermalization. The SQ limit is
generally valid also for XSCs when either the donor or the
acceptor are the main absorbers. The physical reason for the SQ
limit is two-fold: (1) photons with energy lower than the optical
gap are not absorbed, while photons with energy higher than
the optical gap generate excited carriers that quickly thermalize
to the band edge before being extracted, thus losing the surplus
energy; (2) while smaller energy gaps result in higher absorbed
sunlight and currents, they lead to smaller voltages. Since the
PCE is the product of a current and a voltage, this trade-off
results in an ideal optical gap in the 1.3–1.5 eV range to achieve
limit PCE values close to 30%. Similar PCE values have been
recently achieved in high purity GaAs solar cells.49
3 Computer calculations in
photovoltaics
This section discusses computer calculations of physical pro-
cesses in solar cells across time and length scales. We focus
on calculations of the energy and dynamics of electrons and
excitons, transport in PV active layers, and sunlight absorption,
propagation and management.
3.1 Electronic and optical properties of materials from first
principles atomistic calculations
3.1.1 Primer on first-principles atomistic calculations. We
introduce atomistic computational methods based on density
functional theory (DFT)90 and many-body perturbation theory
(MBPT)91 employed to study the energy of excited electrons and
excitons in materials for solar cells. The common characteristics
of these quantummechanical approaches is that they do not use
experimentally derived parameters. The structure of the material
is the only input in these calculations, although the structure
itself can also be computed within DFT. The Hamiltonian of the
system is constructed using the position and type of the atoms in
the unit cell, and no other information. For this reason, these
methods are known as first-principles, or ab initio. The applica-
tion of first principles methods in PV focuses on computing
spectroscopic quantities regulating PV performance, such as the
band gap, bandstructure, band alignment at interfaces, optical
absorption spectra, and energy and dynamics of excited carriers
and excitons. We review briefly DFT and MBPT methods and
their application in PV, and refer the reader to ref. 90–94 for
detailed technical discussions.
DFT is the method of choice to calculate the ground-state
properties of materials.90,92 The Kohn–Sham (KS) equations
of DFT, a cornerstone of modern electronic structure theory,
are self-consistent, one-electron Schro¨dinger-like equations to
construct the electronic density r(r) minimizing the ground
state energy Egd[r]:
{H0(r) + vxc[r(r)]}jnk(r) = enkjnk(r) (4)
where H0 ¼ h
2
2m
r2 þ vNðrÞ þ vH½rðrÞ is the sum of, respec-
tively, the kinetic energy, the potential vN(r) from the nuclei (or
nuclei plus core electrons), and the Hartree repulsive potential
vHðrÞ ¼
Ð
dr0
rðr0Þ
jr r0j, felt by an electron in the material. In
eqn (4), jnk are KS orbitals, and enk are KS eigenvalues. The
subscript n is a band index, while k is the crystal momentum in
the Brillouin zone for periodic systems, and can be dropped
(i.e., k = 0) for an isolated system such as a molecule or
quantum dot. The electron density is obtained as a sum over
occupied states of single electron densities, rðrÞ ¼Pocc
n;k
jnkj j2ðrÞ.
The KS Hamiltonian in eqn (4) is the sum of H0 and the
exchange correlation potential vxc capturing electron–electron
interactions beyond the electrostatic (Hartree) term. The exact
form of vxc is unknown and several approximations have been
developed for it. The two most common local forms of vxc(r)
(here, local means acting on the KS orbitals in a multiplicative
way) include the local density approximation (LDA) and the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA).92 These vxc approxi-
mations have enabled calculations of a large number of materials
properties, although they fail to capture several features of the
exact vxc.
92 The KS equations are general and can be applied to
crystals as well as surfaces, interfaces, and nanostructures.95 The
self-consistent numerical solution of the KS equations (eqn (4))
is typically carried out either using a plane-wave basis set by
iterative diagonalization, as is done in the Quantum ESPRESSO96
and VASP97 codes, or a localized atomic orbital or a gaussian
basis set (e.g., in the SIESTA98 code). The ground-state electronic
density is thus obtained, and from it the ground-state energy
along with other ground-state quantities such as the elastic,
vibrational, and thermal properties of materials, and their
spontaneous polarization and magnetization.90
In PV research, DFT can be employed to study the ground-
state properties of novel solar cell materials, as well as their
defects and surfaces. DFT is also the starting point for excited-
state calculations, and it can sometimes be used in non-rigorous
excited-state calculations (see below). Before discussing excited-
state methods, we note that band gaps, bandstructures and band
oﬀsets could in principle be rigorously computed within DFT,
provided the KS eigenvalues enk, which are mere Lagrange multi-
pliers in the derivation of eqn (4), can be attributed the physical
meaning of quasiparticle energies (i.e., energies for addition or
removal of electrons and holes). In a quasiparticle equation,
the ionization potential (IP) and electron aﬃnity (EA) are,
respectively, the absolute energies of the highest occupied
and lowest unoccupied orbitals; the electronic band gap is
given by Eg = IP  EA, and the bandstructure contains informa-
tion equivalent to angle-resolved photoemission spectra. These
conditions are satisfied in Hartree–Fock theory,90 in which vxc is
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replaced by the Fock non-local exchange, and Koopman’s
theorem90,99 guarantees that the energy for the addition or removal
of an electron is given by the corresponding one-particle eigen-
value, under the assumption that the electronic states do not relax
following electron addition or removal. An analogue of Koopman’s
theorem exists in DFT:
Eg = eCBM  eVBM + Dxc (5)
namely, the band gap is equal to the KS gap, which is the
diﬀerence of the KS energies of the CBM and VBM orbitals, plus
a positive term Dxc, the derivative discontinuity of the exchange–
correlation energy Exc. This term represents a discontinuity in
vxc ¼ dExcdr as the number of electrons is increased or decreased
away from N, the number of electrons in the neutral system, by a
small amount dN (here, dN = Vdr, with V the volume). Since in
practice the KS equations are solved using an approximate vxc
(while the theorem holds for the exact vxc), the band gap is not
computed accurately within DFT. For the commonly employed LDA
and GGA functionals, the derivative discontinuity vanishes, and the
KS gap eCBM eVBM is smaller than the experimental electronic gap
(the difference being Dxc) usually by 30–50%. In some cases,
semiconductors (e.g., Ge) or insulators with d or f electrons are
predicted to be metals within LDA. Even for non-local exchange–
correlation functionals, the non-zero derivative discontinuity Dxc is
difficult to compute, and eqn (5) is of limited practical use.
Recent eﬀorts have focused on creating Koopmans-compliant
exchange–correlation functionals99–101 with piecewise linearity
with respect to fractional particle occupations. Other groups have
focused on exchange–correlation functionals, such as the GLLB
potential by Gritsenko et al.102 and its modified version GLLB-SC
for solids,103 in which the derivative discontinuity can be com-
puted explicitly with a reasonable computational effort. Alterna-
tively, so-called hybrid exchange–correlation functionals mixing a
fraction a of Fock exchange with the approximate LDA or GGA
exchange can give band gaps closer to experiment than LDA, at
the cost of using a as an empirical parameter92 (a common and
non-rigorously justified choice is a E 0.25). The hybrid func-
tionals are popular when working with localized basis sets. Using
DFT with new functionals that can accurately compute band-
structures and interface band offsets would facilitate studies of
materials with complex unit cells, as well as nanostructures and
interfaces of relevance in PV, especially if the same computa-
tional cost as LDA can be retained in the new functionals.
Much PV research employing first-principles calculations
focuses on excited state properties linked to PV eﬃciency.
Commonly employed excited-state methods include the so-called
GWmethod94,104 to compute band gaps, bandstructures and band
oﬀsets at interfaces, the Bethe–Salpeter equation (BSE) to compute
optical spectra and excitons, and time-dependent DFT (TD-
DFT) to compute optical spectra and more recently excited state
dynamics. In their ab initio implementation, these methods use
KS eigenvalues and orbitals as the ingredients to build excited-
state equations.
The GW and BSE methods are based on the perturbative
expansion of the one-particle and two-particle (electron–hole)
Green’s functions, respectively. These approaches are in general
computationally more expensive than DFT, but achieve state-
of-the-art accuracy. In GW, the analogue of the KS equation is
the Dyson equation for the quasiparticle energy Enk and wave-
function jnk:
H0ðrÞjnkðrÞ þ
ð
dr0S r; r0;Enkð Þjnkðr0Þ ¼ EnkjnkðrÞ (6)
where S is the electron self-energy operator containing exchange
and correlation effects among the electrons. In the GW method,
the self-energy is taken as the first-order approximation of a
perturbation series expansion in the screened Coulomb inter-
action W. This yields S = iGW (hence the name of the method),
where G is the one-electron Green’s function, andW = e1vc is the
screened Coulomb interaction, with vc the Coulomb potential
and e1 the inverse RPA dielectric function describing the
dynamical electron screening in the system. The GW self-energy
is a non-local, energy-dependent, and non-Hermitian operator,
replacing the vxc potential in the KS equations. The simplest
procedure to solve eqn (6) is the so-called G0W0 approximation
(also known as one-shot GW), in which G, e1, and W are con-
structed with the KS eigenvalues and orbitals, and first-order
perturbation theory is applied to the KS equation to correct the
KS eigenvalues enk by computing the diagonal matrix elements
of the perturbing potential S  vxc:¶
Enk = enk + hjnk|S(Enk)  vxc|jnki (7)
The G0W0 method is implemented in the Yambo
105 and
BerkeleyGW106 codes, among others, using a plane-wave basis to
build S. Several strategies exist to solve eqn (6) self-consistently91
but will not be discussed here. GW is important in PV research
because it can compute band gaps and bandstructures in excel-
lent agreement (typically, within 0.1–0.2 eV) with experiment for
sp-bonded systems, and can also be employed to studymoderately
correlated systems with d valence electrons (e.g., transition metal
oxides), though with additional technical challenges.107 GW has a
higher computational cost than DFT. For a system with N valence
electrons and using a plane-wave basis set, the computational cost
in GW scales roughly as N4, versus N2 log(N) for the LDA approxi-
mation of DFT. The high computational cost in GW is due to
the large number of unoccupied states needed to compute the
screening. Recent implementations such as the WEST108 code
avoid the use of empty states and are highly promising for large-
scale GW calculations of complex PVmaterials and nanostructures
with thousands of atoms in the unit cell.
BSE is an accurate method to study optical absorption and
excitons. It includes the exchange and attractive screened
Coulomb interactions between electrons and holes generated
upon photoexcitation, and can thus compute the binding energy
and spin character (singlet or triplet) of excitons in materials.109
The BSEmethod is essential to study systems with weak dielectric
screening and strongly bound excitons, including important solar
cell materials such as organic semiconductors, nanomaterials,
¶ The fact that in G0W0 the quasiparticle orbitals are the same as the KS orbitals
is an often physically justified approximation.
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and some oxides. Even in materials with relatively high permit-
tivity (e.g. Si), excitonic eﬀects are necessary to reproduce the
experimental absorption spectrum due to weight redistributions
of the oscillator strengths.
In the one-electron picture of band theory, optical transi-
tions induced by visible light are vertical in the Brillouin zone
due to the small photon momentum, and excite an electron in a
valence orbital jvk to a conduction orbital jck. On the other hand,
excitonic transitions within BSE are composed by weighted sums
of one-particle vertical transitions from valence states to con-
duction states. The excitonic wavefunctions |Si corresponding
to excitation energies OS are superpositions of electron–hole
states through coefficients ASvck:
rhrejSh i ¼
X
vck
ASvckjvk
 rhð Þjck reð Þ (8)
where we wrote the wavefunction in real space with electron/
hole coordinates re/h, used the Tamm–Dancoff approximation,
and neglected the photon momentum. The excitation energies
OS and the coefficients A
S
vck can be obtained by solving the
BSE, which amounts to diagonalizing an effective excitonic
Hamiltonian Hexc constituted by a diagonal kinetic energy term
and a kernel including the exchange and screened Coulomb
interactions:109 X
v0c0k0
Hexcvck;v0c0k0A
S
v0c0k0 ¼ OSASvck (9)
The excitonic Hamiltonian is constructed using the static screen-
ing and quasiparticle energies from GW, and eqn (9) is solved by
iterative or full diagonalization using a converged number of
k-points and enough valence and conduction bands to span the
energy range of interest.
The BSE yields multiple quantities of interest in PV. The
binding energy of the lowest singlet exciton can be obtained as
the diﬀerence between the GW quasiparticle gap and the BSE
optical gap, while the exciton wavefunction in eqn (8) can be
visualized, among other approaches, by fixing the position of the
hole (electron) and plotting the square modulus of the excitonic
wavefunction. The optical absorption a(E) at photon energy E,
from which the absorbance and the short-circuit current of the
active layer can be obtained (see above), are computed from the
imaginary part of the BSE macroscopic dielectric function e2
using aðEÞ ¼ E
hcnðEÞe2ðEÞ (n is the refractive index). In the BSE
approximation:
e2ðEÞ ¼ lim
q!0
8p2
q2Vuc
X
S
X
vck
ASvck jckþq
D eiqr jvkj i


2
d E  OSð Þ
(10)
where Vuc is the unit cell volume.
This formula has an intuitive physical interpretation, namely,
the one-particle vertical transitions are mixed in the BSE oscil-
lator strengths and weighted by the excitonic wavefunctions ASvck,
while the excitation energies OS are not mere diﬀerences of
quasiparticle energies. BSE optical spectra have shown remark-
able agreement with experiment for many semiconductors
and insulators.91 One of the missing features in the BSE spectra
is phonon-assisted transitions, of particular relevance in indirect
gap materials (a notable example is Si), which can be included
with recently developedmethods.110 The accuracy of BSE is better
established for solids than for molecules, in which double or
higher excitations not included in BSE may play an important
role. We note that optical absorption spectra can also be obtained
using TD-DFT within the linear response approximation, with an
accuracy critically dependent on the exchange–correlation func-
tional.91 At present, the GW-BSE approach is commonly used in
the physics and materials science communities. The quantum
chemistry community favors approaches using localized basis
sets and treating correlation effects in the ground and excited
states by expanding the wavefunction into excited Slater determi-
nants within post-Hartee–Fock methods, such as coupled cluster
and configuration interaction,111,112 as implemented in codes
such as GAUSSIAN113 and QCHEM.114
Ultrafast carrier dynamics is a new frontier of first-principles
calculations with great potential to impact PV research due to the
importance of processes taking place at the fs–ns time scale in
solar cells. Ultrafast dynamics has been dominated for the last few
decades by semiempirical calculations with model Hamiltonians,
which can explain themain physical trends but miss the atomistic
details and are not ab initio. Several approaches for ultrafast
carrier dynamics have been developed to study laser excitation,
including the semiclassical Boltzmann transport equation (BTE)
and its ‘‘quantum version’’, the Kadanoff–Baym equation
(KBE).115,116 The BTE evolves the carrier populations in time
according to the rate of the scattering processes present in the
material, while the KBE employs non-equilibrium Green’s
functions on the Keldysh contour to obtain the carrier population
dynamics and additional information.115 Electron–electron (e–e),
electron–phonon (e–ph) and electron–defect (e–d) scattering pro-
cesses regulating the dynamics are typically taken into account
through parameters or simplified models.115
First principles calculations of ultrafast carrier dynamics are
in their nascent stage. Two main approaches are currently being
explored, one based on the time-dependent Kohn–Sham equa-
tion, and the other on perturbation theory together with the BTE
or KBE. The former is real-time TD-DFT,117 which uses the KS
Hamiltonian to self-consistently propagate the electronic wave-
function through the time-dependent Kohn–Sham equation. The
forces on the nuclei are typically obtained using Ehrenfest’s
theorem. Both real-space grids118 and plane-wave basis sets119
have been employed in real-time TD-DFT. The second approach
involves computing the e–e, e–ph, and e–d scattering rates from
first principles, and then evolving in time the carrier popula-
tion32 with the BTE or non-equilibrium Green’s function using
the KBE.120
3.1.2 First-principles calculations applied to solar cells.We
discuss examples of first-principles calculations applied to solar
cells. We first turn our attention to band alignment calculations
at interfaces, a central problem for heterojunction CSCs and
organic/nanostructured XSCs. As discussed above, DFT with the
LDA or GGA exchange–correlation functionals lacks the neces-
sary accuracy to compute VBM and CBM energy levels, and GW
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calculations should be employed to this end. However, inter-
faces of practical interest in PV are often too computationally
expensive for GW. For example, interfaces between inorganic
crystalline phases typically possess dislocations and incommensu-
rate structures that cannot be modeled with unit cells sizes within
reach for first-principles methods. New accurate approaches with
lower computational cost would be beneficial to advance band
alignment calculations in solar cells.
Valence and conduction band oﬀsets are quasiparticle energy
diﬀerences rather than absolute quasiparticle energies. While
DFT has a significant error on the band gap of both materials
composing the interface, error cancellation can make DFT band
alignment trends qualitatively correct. For example, recent calcu-
lations of interfaces between PCBM fullerene and semiconducting
single-walled carbon nanotubes can correctly predict type-II align-
ment for nanotubes with diameters up to 1.2 nm, and type-I
alignment for larger diameters.11 Experiments confirmed this
prediction, leading to fabrication of XSCs based on PCBM and
small-diameter nanotubes with a record PCE of 3.1% for carbon-
based solar cells.13
This surprising success of DFT can be attributed to the
chemical similarity of the twomaterials composing the interface.
As a rule of thumb, whenever the localization of valence elec-
trons changes significantly between the two materials forming
the interface (e.g., at metal/molecule or transition-metal oxide/
semiconductor interfaces), DFT is subject to large and unpre-
dictable errors in the band alignment.121,122 Interfaces between
two sp-bonded systems tend in general to be better described
by DFT than systems with d valence electrons, due to self-
interaction errors. These considerations are generally valid also
for hybrid exchange–correlation functionals.
Given the often prohibitive cost to compute entire interfaces
using DFT or GW, band oﬀsets are typically derived from the
VBM and CBM levels of the isolated materials composing the
interface. However, upon formation of an interface between two
semiconductors, charge redistribution leads to formation of a
dipole with an associated potential DV that can be as large
as B1 eV.123 This eﬀect needs to be taken into account when
combining VBM and CBM energies of the two isolated materials
to compute band oﬀsets.123 The interface dipole can be com-
puted in a supercell containing an interface of the two materials.
DFT and GW calculations of the dipole potential DV at interfaces
between sp-bonded semiconductors show agreement within
B100 meV,123 suggesting that the dipole potential can be
accurately computed within DFT due to its electrostatic origin.
Conversely, the determination of DV at interfaces between
semiconductors and transition metal oxides with localized d
or f electrons are challenging due to self-interaction errors in
DFT leading to fictitious orbital delocalization.
Systematic studies of band oﬀsets for interfaces between two
inorganic or two organic semiconductors have been recently
carried out. Hinuma et al.124 studied the band alignment of
over 20 inorganic semiconductors with diamond, zinc-blende
and wurtzite structures, and compared the performance of GW
with the PBE and hybrid HSE functionals. The experimental
ionization potentials, electron aﬃnities, and band oﬀsets
computed with GW are in very good agreement with experiment
for most semiconductor surfaces and heterointerfaces consid-
ered in their study. While both PBE and HSE gave large errors
for the ionization potentials and electron aﬃnities, the errors
on the band oﬀsets were much lower due to error cancellation,
as noted above. A good overall transitivity was found for the
band oﬀsets, implying that if the VBM and CBM with respect to
vacuum are known (e.g., from a slab calculation), the band oﬀsets
can be estimated by aligning the vacuum levels. This approach
neglects the detailed value of the interface dipole, as it implicitly
assumes that the diﬀerence of the isolated semiconductor sur-
face dipoles approximates the interface dipole in the combined
system. As noted above, the interface dipole contribution can be
small when the phases that constitute the interface have similar
atomic arrangements and chemical bonding, but large in the
case of diﬀerent chemical bonding in the two phases, leading to
band oﬀset errors as large as B0.5 eV for the vacuum level
alignment approach.124
High-throughput DFT calculations of ionization potentials
and electron aﬃnities of organic materials have also been carried
out125 to identify D–A pairs with type-II alignment for organic
XSCs. These studies have so far focused on isolated organic
molecules125 rather than interfaces. An interesting new direction
is the use of Koopmans compliant exchange–correlation func-
tionals, recently applied to study the ionization potential and
electron affinity of a large number of organic compounds.100 The
detailed investigations of inorganic interfaces discussed above
highlight the role of the interface dipole, a result that needs to be
taken into account to derive the band alignment between organic
molecules.122 For this reason, we believe that high-throughput
searches of materials for organic XSCs should focus on comput-
ing interfaces, rather than isolated materials, to correctly include
the effect of the interface dipole.
The energetics and dynamics of exciton dissociation at
D–A interfaces is shown schematically in Fig. 3. In XSCs, the
problem of finding suitable D–A material pairs is complicated
by the large exciton binding energy (up toB0.5–1 eV) of organic
materials and nanostructures. In particular, type-II electronic
alignment does not guarantee effective exciton dissociation at
D–A interfaces, given that the electron and hole that make up
the bound exciton need to break free of their Coulomb attrac-
tion and delocalize on opposite sides of the interface toward
free carrier states. The rule-of-thumb commonly employed by
experimentalists consists of subtracting the exciton binding
energy from the electronic band offsets to estimate effective
band offsets for exciton dissociation at D–A interfaces.87 This
simple rule, guided by a single-electron picture of the electronic
structure, can fail for several reasons. First, the time scale for
exciton dissociation at D–A interfaces is comparable to the time
scale for exciton thermalization, so that dissociation can occur
before the electron and hole thermalize to the band edges
(more rigorously, before the exciton decays to the lowest-energy
singlet for the interface). Recent time-resolved optical experi-
ments39–41 of organic interfaces found that hot CT form on a
100 fs time scale following light absorption, and act as inter-
mediate states to shuffle electrons into the conduction band of
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the acceptor, with a dynamics fast enough to avoid trapping
into the lowest-energy CT0 exciton (see Fig. 3). While the energy
of CT excitons at D–A interfaces can be computed using either
BSE or linear-response TD-DFT calculations, their dynamics is
still challenging to compute. Open questions remain on the
details of exciton dissociation dynamics, an important topic
deserving further investigation with first-principles methods.
An ambitious goal of first-principles calculations is to esti-
mate the eﬃciency of solar cells. A truly multi-scale method is
necessary to compute the eﬃciency, especially given that the
current–voltage curve is determined by non-equilibrium carrier
transport and dynamics. Yet, first-principles calculations can
help establish efficiency limits for a given material, and identify
promising materials for solar cells.
Accurate calculations of optical absorption are essential to
compute eﬃciency limits, given that the maximum short-circuit
current is determined by optical absorption through eqn (2).
New materials can be screened and compared with well-known
sunlight absorbers and PV materials26 such as Si and GaAs. For
example, our recent work employed the GW-BSE method to
compute the absorption and maximum short-circuit current in
graphene and two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDCs) such as MoS2 and MoSe2.
126 These calculations estab-
lished that TMDCs and graphene are among the best sunlight
absorbers available, harvesting 5–10% of incident sunlight in a
sub-nm thickness, versus a thickness of 20 nm for GaAs and over
100 nm of Si to absorb the same amount of sunlight. Similar
studies can uncover the potential of new families of materials for
efficient solar cells.
A simple criterion to find optimal materials for CSCs with-
out computing optical absorption is based on the band gap. In
the Schockley–Queisser limit,89 semiconductors with a direct
band gap in the 1.3–1.5 eV range are optimal for efficient solar
cell active layers. However, even materials with a band gap in
the optimal range may not yield high efficiency solar cells due
to a range of issues, including defects, carrier recombination,
weak above-gap optical absorption, challenges in fabrication,
and poor stability under sunlight illumination. For example,
CdTe has an ideal band gap of 1.5 eV, but it achieves a record
efficiency of only less than 15% versus a maximum theoretical
efficiency of 29%.127 Similarly, pyrite (FeS2), a material with a
1 eV bandgap and intense sunlight absorption, is an excellent
candidate for solar cells, but its low open-circuit voltage ofB0.2 V
is a major challenge limiting its practical application. For both
CdTe and FeS2, the microscopic origin of the relatively low
efficiency is still poorly understood, and first-principles calcu-
lations can provide new insight.
High-throughput calculations of the band gap of a vast number
of compounds have been recently carried out using GW.25
The work identified over 20 materials with potential for high
eﬃciency, including the best known along with previously
unrecognized PV absorbers. In addition, the GLLB-SC approach
has been employed by Castelli et al.128,129 to compute the band
gap of a large number of compounds with potential for sunlight
harvesting, obtaining good agreement with experiment and
finding multiple candidate materials. PCE limits of practical
use for CSC materials can also be estimated by using the band
gap as an approximate limit for the open circuit voltage, the
absorption spectrum and active layer geometry to determine
the maximum short-circuit current, together with 0.6–0.8 fill
factor values typical of good CSCs.
For XSCs, the problem of estimating eﬃciency limits is more
complex.88 The interface gap D (see Fig. 3) sets an upper limit
for the open circuit voltage, and requires a band oﬀset calcula-
tion to be computed. The optical absorption of both the donor
and acceptor are needed to compute the active layer absorption.
A useful model introduced by Scharber can be employed to
estimate the eﬃciency of XSCs,87 which uses eﬀective band
oﬀsets renormalized by the exciton binding energy. We recently
applied thismodel to estimate the eﬃciency of an ideal 2Dmaterial
with a tunable band gap interfaced with a PCBM fullerene acceptor,
showing the potential of 2D materials for XSCs with tunable
eﬃciency.130
A family of materials of current focus in PV research are
the metal–organic perovskites,50 currently achieving efficiencies
close to 22% in solution-processed thin film devices.10,24 The most
widely studied metal–organic perovskite is methylammonium lead
iodide (MAPbI3), a 1.5 eV direct gap semiconductor with intense
light absorption and long carrier diffusion lengths of up to
1–10 mm.50,131 At odds with common CSC semiconductors,
MAPbI3 is a highly complex material combining polymorphism,
strong spin–orbit coupling (due to the heavy Pb atom) and
bulky methylammonium cations with rotation dynamics break-
ing inversion symmetry. At room temperature, MAPbI3 adopts a
body-centered tetragonal structure, with transitions to a cubic
structure at temperatures above 330 K, and orthorhombic
structure below 160 K.
The GW bandstructure and the carrier eﬀective masses of
MAPbI3 have been computed by several groups,
132–134 and related
compounds with different cations or Pb replaced by Sn or other
elements have also been studied. BSE calculations of the absorp-
tion spectrum and exciton binding energies have been recently
carried out,135 confirming the small exciton binding energies
(of order kBT) found experimentally. This result implies that
MAPbI3 devices effectively behave as CSCs. DFT calculations
with hybrid functionals136,137 have also been employed to study
the defect physics in MAPbI3. These studies showed that readily
formed defects in MAPbI3, such as Pb vacancies and interstitial
methylammonium ions, possess shallow energies with respect
to the band edges, and as such they might not affect transport
by trapping carriers. On the other hand, defects that create
states near the center of the gap (and thus with potential to
trap carriers) appear to have prohibitively high formation
energies.136,137 This work offers a tentative explanation for the
favorable carrier transport in MAPbI3 in spite of the signi-
ficant concentration of defects typical of a solution-processed
material.
Several open questions remain in metal–organic perovskites.
In particular, the origin of the long carrier lifetimes and diffusion
lengths, especially for a material deposited from solution, are
not fully understood. It has been suggested138 that the Rashba
splitting of the VBM and CBM due to spin–orbit may induce
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selection rules for dipole-forbidden transitions leading to longer
lifetimes, yet the extent of the Rashba splitting has not yet been
verified experimentally in the room temperature tetragonal
phase, and it may be only very small in practice. On longer
timescales, the hysteresis of the current–voltage curve, a peculiar
behavior of MAPbI3 solar cells,
139 has been tentatively explained
either in terms of a local polarization of the methylammonium
ions or the PbI framework, and more recently as a consequence
of ion migration.140
Lastly, photodegradation is an important problem in MAPbI3.
Devices that are not properly encapsulated typically lose their
eﬃciency over a few days under operating conditions; though
multiple degradation mechanisms have been proposed, extensive
computational studies are still missing. First-principles calcula-
tions have not yet been able to unravel these complex dynamical
processes in metal–organic perovskites, and have focused mainly
on structure and bandstructure studies thus far.141
In general, first-principles calculations in solar cells have
chiefly focused on the energetics of electrons and excitons,
with less focus on the equally important electron and exciton
dynamics that regulate sunlight conversion. For example, the
ultrafast thermalization of excited (so-called hot) carriers is the
main source of energy loss in most PV materials. For the case of
Si under AM1.5 solar illumination, nearly 25% of incident solar
energy is lost to heat as the hot carriers generated by sunlight
absorption thermalize to the edges of the band gap. Experi-
mentally, this thermalization process is diﬃcult to control and
understand with microscopic detail due to the sub-ps time
scale involved.32 One of the authors has developed a novel
approach to study hot carriers in solar cells combining first-
principles calculations of electron–phonon and electron–
electron scattering with semiclassical carrier dynamics.32 In
particular, it was shown32 that a hot carrier distribution
characteristic of Si under solar illumination thermalizes within
350 fs, in excellent agreement with pump–probe experiments,
and further computed the ballistic mean free path of hot
carriers, a key property to engineer hot carrier extraction in
solar cells. This work sheds light on the sub-ps time scale
following sunlight absorption in Si, and constitutes a first step
towards ab initio quantification of hot carrier dynamics in
materials.
First-principles studies of exciton dissociation dynamics are
of central importance in XSCs. Recent work employed real-time
TD-DFT to study the time scale for exciton dissociation at dye
molecule/TiO2 interfaces,
142 contributing to resolve contro-
versies on charge generation dynamics in dye-sensitized solar
cells. Studies of fundamental importance have also been carried
out in prototypical PV systems, such as triad carotene–porphyrin–
fullerene molecules in which the porphyrin absorbs light forming
bound excitons, which dissociate over a B100 fs time scale
resulting in electrons transferred to the fullerene and holes to
the carotenoid.143,144 Using real-time TD-DFT, Rozzi et al.144
showed that the charge-transfer process in the triad consists of
a coherent, wavelike motion of electrons initiated by nuclear
vibrations on a time scale of tens of femtoseconds, in agree-
ment with time-resolved spectroscopy. We note that TD-DFT
within the adiabatic LDA approximation fails to properly
describe charge-transfer excitations.145 Additional work is thus
necessary to establish the accuracy of real-time TD-DFT calcula-
tions employed to study the dynamics of excited electrons. While
calculations of ultrafast carrier and exciton dynamics applied to
solar cells are still in their infancy, we believe they will play a key
role in the future to understand solar cell devices.
Practical barriers to the realization of solar cells include
problems not commonly explored in first-principles calcula-
tions, such as the optimization of contacts and buﬀer layers,
carrier recombination at defects and grain boundaries, and the
stability of materials exposed to sunlight and moisture. Inves-
tigations that capture the complexity of real devices are necessary
to bridge the gap between first-principles calculations of ideally
perfect crystalline active layer materials, as typically investigated
in the ab initio community, and real devices with multiple
interfaces between materials with defects and impurities. We
believe that a combination of new theory, first-principles calcula-
tions, and experiments designed to understand devices micro-
scopically (rather than merely increase their eﬃciency) will
enhance fabrication of eﬃcient solar cells.
3.2 Charge and exciton transport
A range of computational approaches are available to model
charge and exciton transport in solar cells. The ultimate goal of
computing transport in PV is to obtain current–voltage curves,
from which the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, effici-
ency, fill factor, and series and shunt resistances can be extracted.
A more typical goal is to compute the charge carrier mobility in
the active layer or its composing materials.
The microscopic mechanism of charge transport diﬀers
dramatically in CSCs and XSCs. Charge transport in inorganic
materials employed in CSCs is typically analyzed in momentum
space, whereby the bandstructure together with scattering of
delocalized carriers with phonons, defects, and other carriers
determine the mobility and transport properties.146 At room
temperature in CSCs, the upper bound of the mobility is
governed by scattering with phonons. Scattering with defects,
both elastic and inelastic (i.e., carrier trapping), depends on the
purity and microstructure of the active layer, and is typically
minimized by employing high purity active layer materials.147
In organic XSCs, the strong electron–phonon coupling induces
the formation of small polarons,59,60 which can be thought of as
localized charge carriers moving in the active layer material by
discrete intra-molecular and inter-molecular hopping processes.
While hopping is a simplified model of charge transport in the
strong electron–phonon coupling regime, this picture has guided
most of the research on charge transport in organic active layers
made up by small molecules, polymers, and D–A blends. For
example, since organic polymers are typically employed as the
donor, the hole mobility is the main quantity of interest in
polymer-based XSCs as it constitutes the bottleneck for charge
transport and efficiency.4,56
At the device scale, commonly employed computational
methods for CSCs and XSCs include semi-classical drift–diffusion148
and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations,51,57 respectively.
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Both methods are able to describe diffusive transport (i.e.,
in the presence of multiple scattering events) over time scales
up to carrier extraction at the contacts. These calculations are
typically semi-empirical, using inputs such as generation and
recombination rates, mobility, and trap density obtained from
experimental data. Useful trends can also be obtained by treating
transport variables as parameters and studying the resulting
current–voltage curves.
Transport properties to be used as inputs in device-scale
models can also be obtained from ab initio calculations.
Although this approach is not yet widespread, first-principles
calculations of transport properties are being actively investi-
gated in the electronic structure community, and constitute at
present an important missing link between ab initiomicroscopic
and device-scale models in semiconductors. For example, the
conductivity s and mobility m in crystalline materials employed
in CSCs can be computed from first principles within the
Boltzmann transport formalism:146,149
sa;bðTÞ ¼ e2
X
n;k
tnk vnkð Þa vnkð Þb @f ðTÞ=@Eð Þ (11)
where vnk,a are Cartesian components (a = x, y, z) of the band
velocities for the Bloch state |nki, which can be obtained from
DFT or GW bandstructures, tnk are carrier relaxation times due
to scattering with phonons and defects, and f (T) is the tem-
perature dependent Fermi–Dirac distribution. The mobility
m can be obtained from the conductivity using m = s/(ec), where
c is the carrier concentration and s the direction-averaged con-
ductivity. By varying the chemical potential, both the electron
and hole mobilities can be computed.
In a state-of-the-art calculation, eqn (11) can be evaluated by
interpolating the bandstructure to obtain the band velocities
on fine Brillouin zone grids. The relaxation times can be
computed using Fermi’s golden rule within the lowest order
of perturbation theory in the electron–phonon and electron–
defect interactions.150 The BoltzWann149 and BoltzTrap151 codes
implement such conductivity and mobility calculations by inter-
polating the bandstructure with Wannier functions152 and Fourier
interpolation, respectively. The relaxation times, which in principle
depend on band and k-point in the Brillouin zone, are often
approximated near the chemical potential with a constant or a
slowly varying function of energy. The constant relaxation time can
be used as a fitting parameter or extracted from experiment,153
thus making the calculation semi-empirical. First-principles calcu-
lations of carrier–phonon32,154,155 and carrier–defect156,157 scatter-
ing reveal a non-trivial dependence of the relaxation times on band
and k-point, which is not captured by the constant relaxation time
approximation and improves the agreement of the computed
conductivity with experiment. Computation of ab initio carrier
relaxation times are challenging due to the need to interpolate
the scattering matrix elements on fine grids in the Brillouin zone
to converge the sum over final states imposed by Fermi’s golden
rule. While so far only materials with simple unit cells have been
studied, we believe that research efforts to compute relaxation
times from first principles will greatly improve transport calcula-
tions by eliminating the use of empirical relaxation times.
Carrier diﬀusion lengths can also in principle be computed
ab initio by calculating both the carrier mobility and the recom-
bination lifetimes due to radiative158 and non-radiative159 pro-
cesses, although no examples of such ab initio diﬀusion length
calculations in semiconductors exist in the literature. Other
quantities of interest for transport calculations, such as the
eﬀective mass tensor, carrier concentration, and density of states,
can be routinely computed from first principles using DFT or GW
bandstructures.
In organic XSCs, fully ab initio calculations of the mobility
are challenging due to the strong electron–phonon coupling.
Boltzmann transport theory (e.g., eqn (11)) cannot be applied to
compute the conductivity due to the localized nature of the
carriers, and the electron–phonon interaction cannot be treated
perturbatively. While hopping models (see below) dominate the
literature, attempts have been made to compute the mobility in
organic semiconductors from first principles. For example,
Hannenwald et al.68,69 demonstrated an interesting ab initio
approach to compute the polaron mobility in organic molecular
crystals of high purity. Employing the Kubo formula for the
conductivity, they evaluated the current–current correlation
function using a Holstein–Peierls Hamiltonian for small polaron
hopping, accounting for both the intra-site and inter-site phonon
coupling. By mapping the first principles bandstructure to the
tight-binding Hamiltonian, their work showed calculations of the
mobility of naphthalene in good agreement with experiment.
Their results provide insight into the difference between electron
and hole mobilities as well as their temperature dependence.68,69
While this approach has not been applied extensively, it consti-
tutes a starting point for ab initio calculations of mobility in
organic semiconductors and XSCs, which can be extended to
crystalline or perhaps even disordered polymers provided the
method can be scaled to larger unit cells.
Device-scale transport in CSCs is commonly modeled using
drift–diffusion simulations that employ a continuum description
of carrier dynamics. A set of self-consistent partial differential
equations is solved to find the currents, carrier concentrations,
potential, and Fermi energies at steady state.160 A variety of in-house
developed, distributed open-source, or commercial drift–diffusion
codes are available to study transport in CSCs. Standard software
packages such as COMSOL use finite element methods to solve the
drift–diffusion equations, and provide graphic tools to prepare the
device geometry. Light absorption and propagation within the active
layer can be modeled as a space-dependent carrier generation term,
thus allowing one to couple the problem of light management
(see below) and carrier transport. Drift–diffusion calculations can
be extended to model XSCs by including mono/bimolecular and
geminate recombination, respectively, in the bulk and at D–A
interfaces.161 A variety of models have been proposed for organic
and nanostructured XSCs, including a range of treatments to study
bulk recombination and interfaces with the contacts. While the
drift–diffusionmethod can be extended tomodel transport in XSCs,
Monte Carlo calculations based on hopping of localized carriers
and/or excitons are a more natural choice for XSCs.
Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) models162 provide an alternative
picture of transport that is based on discrete hopping processes
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of localized charge carriers and excitons. In KMC simulations,
a catalogue of possible processes and their rates are assumed
for carriers and/or excitons. The rate of a given process can be
obtained from experiment, computed within a variety of approxi-
mations, or taken to be a parameter. A random number is
extracted at each time step of the simulation, and processes are
chosen and carried out according to their relative rate.162 The
PV active layer is spatially discretized, usually in the form of a
lattice or network over which carriers and excitons move.51
KMC has been used extensively to model exciton transport163
and charge transport in XSCs51,57,58,63–65,67,70,164,165 and organic
light-emitting devices,57,166 a technology with important over-
lap and cross-fertilization with organic XSCs. The advantages of
the approach include the possibility to couple exciton and carrier
dynamics, and to obtain current–voltage curves by using appro-
priate boundary conditions, thus guiding interpretation of trans-
port data in XSCs.51
Next, we describe some of the approaches employed so far
to compute the mobility in organic XSC active layer materials
using KMC and related hopping models. In polymer XSCs,
the molecular packing, molecular weight distribution, and
morphology of the active layer have a major impact on device-
scale charge transport.51,57,70,167–169 Charge transport in disordered
polymers is regarded as a hopping process between localized sites,
which are thought to consist of conjugated polymer chain
segments. Deposition from solution generates a polymeric
phase composed of individual chains and lamellar structures
with structural and energetic disorder. Approaches employed to
model transport in the active layer on the 10–100 nm scale
explicitly include the effect of the molecular structure of the
crystalline and amorphous domains of the polymer.51,57,70 The
inter-molecular polaron hopping rates, G, are typically com-
puted from the electronic structure of the molecules through
nonadiabatic Marcus theory:170
Gij ¼ 2p
h
Jij
2 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4plkBT
p exp  DGi;j  l
 2
4lkBT
( )
(12)
where Gij is the transfer rate between the initial and final
localized sites, labelled as i and j respectively, Jij is the electro-
nic transfer integral, l is the molecular reorganization energy,
DGij is the free energy difference between the sites, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature.
In a typical calculation,51 DFT is employed to locally relax the
molecular geometry, and the transfer integrals Jij are then com-
puted. Because of the large number of possible relative molecular
orientations to be sampled in the active layer, computationally
eﬃcient methods to compute the transfer integrals are prefer-
able. For example, ref. 51, 57 and 70 use the so-called ZINDO
semiempirical quantum chemistry approach to compute the
transfer integrals,171 though other choices are also possible.
These calculations focus on inter-chain hopping rates, which
are strongly dependent on chain separation and relative orien-
tation, and typically constitute the rate-limiting step for charge
transport in polymers.51 Once the transfer integrals have been
computed, a KMC transport simulation is carried out on the
chosen morphology in the presence of an electric field. By
adopting waiting times for inter-site hopping consistent with
the computed hopping rates, multiple polaron trajectories are
analyzed, and the average mobility m is computed by dividing the
distance L travelled by the polaron by the electric field F times
the average transit time hti employed to cover that distance, i.e.,
m = L/(htiF). Using this approach, the temperature and electric
field dependent mobility and photocurrent generation have been
studied as a function of morphology in organic polymers and
D–A active layer blends in polymer XSCs.51,57,70,163
Transport experiments in organic devices have shown that
the mobility can diﬀer by up to several orders of magnitude
between organic diodes and field-eﬀect transistors, a trend that
has been explained in terms of the mobility dependence on
carrier concentration.66 Approaches explicitly taking into account
the dependence of the mobility on carrier concentration have
been developed to explain these results. Pasveer et al.66 employed
a master equation for hopping that includes a penalty for double
or multiple polaron occupation of a given molecular site. The
master equation is solved numerically and the concentration-
dependent mobility is extracted, thus enabling studies of carrier
density, temperature, and electric field dependent mobility in
polymer66 and small-molecule materials.
Device-scale models in XSCs are built by employing the
mobility and exciton diﬀusivity as inputs for KMC or conti-
nuum electrical/optical models.57,172 For example, Lacic et al.172
developed a device-scale transport model for XSCs employing as
inputs the active layer optical absorption as well as measured or
estimated transport parameters. Another important element of
their approach is a model for charge injection into the solar cell
blend material at the anode and cathode. By applying their
approach to devices with a range of active layers, they con-
cluded that the low hole mobility in the D–A active layer blend
is the key efficiency limiting parameter in XSC devices.
Calculations based on hopping of localized carriers have
recently been employed by Lee et al.173 to model transport in
quantum dot XSCs. By combining the continuity equations
with explicitly computed charge hopping and recombination
rates, the authors studied the impact of the electronic energy
disorder (originating from the quantum dot size dispersion) on
the charge carrier mobility in quantum dot films. We highlight
that charge hopping models continue to dominate transport
calculations in disordered PV active layers, within a variety of
approximations and for a range of XSC materials.
The semi-classical transport models discussed above treat
charge carriers as localized wavepackets in momentum (drift–
diffusion) and position (KMC) space to compute their classical
trajectory. However, for distances comparable to the carrier
wavelength (1–10 nm) and much smaller than the carrier mean
free path this picture breaks down, making quantummechanical
models necessary to study transport at very short length scale.
Transport in this regime is defined as ballistic (or coherent) if no
scattering processes occur, and quasi-ballistic (or super-diffusive)
if only a few scattering processes occur before the carriers reach
the contacts. A widely employedmethod to study ballistic transport
is the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism,174
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which can also account for carrier–carrier and carrier–phonon
scattering, though it is more commonly used in the ballistic
regime. NEGF computes the transmission probability of electrons
through an open system under study coupled with two semi-
infinite contacts. The current is computed as a function of the
applied bias between the contacts, thus yielding current–voltage
curves from first-principles atomistic calculations; an excellent
review of the method can be found in ref. 174. NEGF based on
atomistic DFT calculations, as possible using the TranSIESTA
code,175 can currently study transport only in small molecular
systems due to computational cost. Extending the NEGF
method to the B10 nm length scale would enable ab initio
studies of transport in nanostructures accounting for the
atomistic details of the system. If such a length scale were
reached, NEGF would become an interesting tool in modeling
nanostructured solar cells.
3.3 Sunlight management across length scales
Sunlight harvesting is the first step in solar energy conversion.
Engineering photon propagation in solar cells, a research area
known as light management (LM), plays a central role in PV
research. The goal of LM is to maximize the intensity of sunlight
in an active layer with a given geometry, or to up/down-convert
the photon energy to more eﬃciently harness the solar spectrum.
Fig. 2 shows that LM encompasses all the length scales involved
in PV from nm to meter. Modeling LM thus requires a wide range
of theoretical and computational tools.
Several LM approaches have been employed at the nm–mm
scale. Within a simple ray optics model of light propagation,
the absorbance of an active layer with absorption coefficient
a(E) is A(E) = 1 exp[a(E)Leff], where Leff is the length of the path
traveled by light, and the product aLeff is called the optical
thickness. LM focuses on constructing optically thick but
physically thin PV active layers by trapping light or enhancing
absorption. Perhaps the simplest and most widely used approach
to trap light is a corrugated active layer with a rough surface or
coating, resulting in an absorbance increase by up to a factor of
4n2 (n is the refractive index), the so-called ergodic limit corres-
ponding to maximally trapped light.176 Metallic nanostructures
are able to enhance light scattering, guide light into waveguide
modes, or create strong local fields by exciting surface plasmon
polaritons.27,177 In all these scenarios, the desired effects can
be achieved by introducing nm–mm metallic structures in the
active layer, resulting in an increased IQE over a range of light
frequencies. Alternative LM strategies include luminescent
solar concentrators that absorb and selectively re-emit light in
the active layer,178 or nanostructures able to restrict the light
emission angle to potentially reduce entropy losses due to light
emission.28,179
Computational methods available to study LM at the
nm–mm scale focus on computing the electromagnetic field within
the active layer by solving Maxwell’s equations. Among different
possible implementations, a popular choice is finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) simulations propagating Maxwell’s equation
in time using real-space grids. The FDTD approach is imple-
mented for example in the widely used MEEP open source code.180
Maxwell’s equations can be solved with MEEP to obtain the
electrical and magnetic fields in materials using a variety of
boundary conditions. In MEEP, materials are described by their
dielectric function e and permeability m, which are in general
anisotropic tensors that depend on position and frequency. The
code can use as input arbitrary anisotropic dielectric tensors, in
which the frequency dependence is introduced as a fit to multiple
Drude–Lorentz oscillators. The approach is versatile and widely
used in nanostructured PV solar cells, but is currently limited to
materials in which the optical properties are known from experi-
ment. When not available in reference handbooks, the dielectric
tensor needs to be measured, for example by ellipsometry, or
computed using the methods described in Section 3.1; in both
cases, the frequency dependence then needs to be represented by
multiple Drude–Lorentz oscillators, using a fitting procedure that
is somewhat prone to errors.
Alternative approaches are emerging that can propagate in
time both Maxwell’s equations to describe the electromagnetic
field and the time-dependent Kohn–Sham equations to com-
pute the electronic response to light in the material.181 The two
sets of equations are coupled: the vector potential computed
with Maxwell’s equations is used as an input in the Kohn–Sham
time-dependent equations, and the microscopic current com-
puted from the Kohn–Sham orbitals enters Maxwell’s equations.
A coarser grid withBmm spacing is used forMaxwell’s equations,
while a finer grid withBnm spacing is necessary to converge the
Kohn–Sham equations.181 The multi-grid and multi-scale char-
acter of the method is intriguing, and the approach is non-
perturbative so that even experiments on solar cells under laser
illumination can be modeled. Themain benefit is that the optical
properties of the material are not needed as input, but rather are
computed in real time using the electronic response. While this
approach in principle allows one to study light propagation in
novel materials without measuring their dielectric function, two
main drawbacks need to be considered. From a practical view-
point, the multi-grid calculations are computationally very expen-
sive, requiring MPI and OpenMP parallelization together with
considerable computational resources (over 10000 compute cores
in a typical calculation). These requirements are in contrast with
MEEP calculations, which typically employ only B1–10 cores.
Besides computational resources, accuracy is a concern. If
the common adiabatic LDA approximation of the exchange–
correlation potential is used in the time-dependent Kohn–Sham
equations, the electronic response lacks memory and fails to
accurately describe quasiparticle and excitonic effects. More
expensive kernels with linear-response accuracy comparable to
BSE have been developed,182,183 but have not yet been employed
to propagate the Kohn–Sham equations in real time.
Sunlight harvesting can also be optimized using LM at the
macroscopic (i.e., solar panel) length scale. At any location, the Sun
subtends an arc-shaped apparent trajectory with an elevation
dependent on latitude and season. Solar cells are employed in flat
form in rooftop installations and are commonly oriented using
simple rules of thumb to optimize solar energy collection. This
approach yields far-from-optimal sunlight harvesting and coupling
with the Sun’s trajectory. Sun-tracking systems can extend the
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range of useful peak hours, but are costly and not well suited for
residential or commercial installations. A surprising fact about
sunlight harvesting is that even two solar cells with the same
AM1.5 eﬃciency generally perform diﬀerently in real conditions
due to the diﬀerent dependence of the eﬃciency on incident
sunlight angle. For example, XSCs commonly yield 20–30% higher
energy generation over a year than Si panels of identical AM1.5
efficiency, as a result of the increased optical thickness of the
active layer for higher incident angles, leading to improvements of
the off-peak performance of XSCs. This trend partially compen-
sates the incomplete sunlight absorption in XSC active layers.
Given the complexity of sunlight absorption in solar cells, an
important question to manage sunlight is how to arrange solar
panels to best couple with the Sun’s trajectory at a given location,
and maximize solar energy collection throughout the year for a
solar cell with a given angle-dependent PCE. We studied the
problem of collecting solar energy in arbitrary geometries of solar
cells and mirrors arranged in three dimensions (3D) by develop-
ing a code that can numerically solve Maxwell’s equations within
the simplified ray optics formalism.30,184 The code computes the
Sun’s trajectory for the particular day and location specified by the
user, and propagates light rays onto solar cells with user-defined
position, shape, reflectivity and power conversion eﬃciency. The
main routine computes the total energy generated during a given
period of time and for a given location by the 3D assembly of
panels and mirrors. The code has been validated against outdoor
experiments, showing excellent agreement. Since the energy can
be expressed as an objective function of the solar cell and mirror
coordinates, one can also optimize the solar cells position and
shape to maximize the generated energy using standard Monte
Carlo (MC) and genetic algorithm (GA) techniques, both imple-
mented in the code and employed to find optimal 3D arrange-
ments of solar cells.30,184 A number of technical challenges
remain to compute and optimize the energy generated in 3D
assemblies of mirrors and solar panels. We refer the reader to
ref. 30 and 184 for a technical discussion.
3.4 Summary of computer codes to model solar cells
Since modeling solar cells is a multi-faceted problem, it is
important to recognize the key physical processes governing the
PV problem under study and identify appropriate computa-
tional tools. Table 1 summarizes the methods and some of the
computer codes available to model diﬀerent processes in solar
cells, as discussed in this review.
4 Outlook and future challenges
We close our discussion of computational methods in PV with an
analysis of current trends and future challenges in the field. Over the
last three decades, the ab initio community has focused extensively
on computing the energy of quasiparticles and excited states employ-
ing DFT, GW-BSE and related methods.91 Typical calculations of
relevance in PV and optoelectronics include quasiparticle bandstruc-
tures and band gaps, band oﬀsets, and absorption spectra. Only
recently ab initio calculations have begun addressing the problem of
dynamics of excited electrons and excitons, both using perturba-
tive32,154,155,158 and non-perturbative143,144,190 methods. The advent
of ultrafast spectroscopies able to probe carrier dynamics at the fs–ns
time scale, over which key PV physical processes occur, suggests that
fundamental understanding of solar cells can be advanced by
joint experimental and computational studies of ultrafast carrier
dynamics.
Computations of transport and carrier dynamics at longer time
scales face at least two challenges. First, ab initio calculations of
carrier mobilities and diﬀusion lengths beyond the constant
relaxation time approximation need to be developed by comput-
ing the rate of electron scattering with phonons and defects. This
would make transport calculations entirely parameter-free, while
at present relaxation times are used as empirical or fitting
parameters. Extended defects such as grain boundaries191 and
interfaces are particularly important in CSCs, but are challenging
to model with ab initio calculations due to the large number of
atoms in extended defects. Trapping at deep impurity states and
defect scattering has received little attention from the ab initio
community despite being a crucial issue in CSC active layer
materials.147,192 Bridging ab initio calculations of mobilities and
conductivities to device-scale drift–diffusion or Monte Carlo
simulations also appears to be an important challenge to com-
prehensively model solar cells. The main goal in this area is to
obtain current–voltage curves for devices under operating condi-
tions. Since current–voltage curves depend on the device geo-
metry and non-equilibrium carrier dynamics, they are not intrinsic
properties of the active layer material. This implies that different
calculations need to be carried out for each specific device and
experiment to be modeled.
Another research direction in PV is the automated, high-
throughput (HT) search of novel active layer materials for solar
cells. The Materials Project193 introduced workflows to com-
pute the properties of materials using HT ab initio calculations
and store the results in large-scale databases. Other HT projects
were later created, some of which are looking for active layer
materials for CSCs and organic XSCs.125 While the most recent
breakthrough in new materials for PV, namely metal–organic
perovskite active layers,50 was produced from experiment rather
than HT computation, improvements in HT searches of PV
Table 1 Methods and codes to model solar cells
Method Main computer codes
DFT Quantum ESPRESSO,96 VASP,97
ABINIT,185 SIESTA,98 GPAW186
GW-BSE Yambo,105 BerkeleyGW,106
WEST,108 GPAW,186 VASP97
TD-DFT Octopus,118 QCHEM,114
Gaussian,113 GPAW186
Transport coeﬃcients BoltzWann,149 BoltzTrap151
Ballistic transport TranSIESTA,175 GPAW186
Drift–diffusion COMSOL187
Kinetic Monte Carlo SPPARKS188
Light propagation and Maxwell’s
equations
MEEP,180 Lumerical,189
COMSOL187
Macroscopic light management In-house code,30,184 COMSOL187
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materials may help find new active layer materials in the future.
A critical point for HT computations in PV is the accuracy of band
gaps and band offsets calculations, for whichmany-bodymethods
such as GW are necessary, rather than DFT based on LDA or GGA
exchange–correlation functionals as currently implemented in
most HT schemes. However, determining band gaps, band off-
sets, and absorption spectra is not enough to find a good material
for PV. The relevant criteria for a good PV candidate material
should include, at least, a band gap in the 1–2 eV range, long (e.g.
above 1 mm) carrier diffusion lengths, absorption lengths of order
100 nm, the possibility to fabricate the material with sufficient
purity and low defect concentration, and stability under exposure
to sunlight and moisture. Some of these aspects are clearly very
challenging to assess computationally even for single (and simple)
materials, let alone to include in HT searches. In particular,
screening materials for stability against moisture and light expo-
sure appears to be particularly challenging. Recent advances in
computing Pourbaix diagrams194 offer new insight into the pro-
blem of materials stability in the presence of moisture, and are
promising to design stable PV materials.
The computational methods described in this article can be
employed to investigate the behavior of carriers, excitons and
photons over a range of time and length scales. Computation can
aid design of active layer materials, contacts, solar cell geometry
and solar panel arrangement, as well as provide microscopic inter-
pretation of experiments in PV. Multi-scale simulations bridging
the nanoscale to the device scale appear possible by combining
diﬀerent methods. Atomistic ab initio calculations can be employed
to model the nanoscale, while transport at the device scale can be
simulated using semiclassical models with ab initio derived para-
meters to obtain the current–voltage curves and efficiency. Calcula-
tions at the solar panel scale further enable optimization of solar
energy collection at specific locations30 by taking into account
season, weather, and angle-dependent efficiency effects, as
described above. Such a comprehensive approach to perform
multi-scale PV simulations involves a sequence of steps in which
parameters are extracted from shorter length and time scales and
transferred to methods computing progressively longer time and
length scales. More work is necessary to seamlessly perform
multi-scale simulations in a single framework without suffering
from the fragmentation and parameter transfer among methods
designed to study processes at different length and time scales.
The computational approaches and workflows reviewed in this
article can also be applied to study photocatalysis and other solar
conversion devices. In summary, the fact that multi-scale simula-
tions of solar energy conversion may be within reach constitutes a
remarkable achievement of computation in mastering the com-
plexity of renewable energy devices.
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